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Bunkyo Gakuin University provides undergraduate and
graduate programs for all faculties offered at the institution.

Bunkyo Gakuin University provides a learning
environment in which a student can major in
one specific area while sampling from multiple
other related areas. As students open their
minds to new learning opportunities they will
expand their own horizons, build ties with
other people, and provide themselves with the
tools to open up their own boundless hidden
potential.

BUNKYO GAKUIN UNIVERSITY
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1924
“Shimada Sewing Training
School” opened

1959
Bunkyo Jogakuin
Medical Technician
Technologists Course

1964

“Bunkyo Women’s
Junior College” opened 

2002
Renamed to “Bunkyo

Gakuin University”

1991
Bunkyo Women’s
University opened

BGU Affiliations: 
Bunkyo Gakuin University Girls’ Senior High School
Bunkyo Gakuin University Girls’ Junior High School

Bunkyo Gakuin Bunkyo Kindergarten 
Bunkyo Gakuin Fujimino Kindergarten

1932
Opening of “Toka
Women’s High
Vocational School” 

1925
Renamed to 

“Hongo Jogakuin” 

1947
Name changed to

“Bunkyo Jogakuin” 

2005
When Bunkyo Gakuin
University transitioned to
a co-educational
institution

Bunkyo Gakuin HistoryBunkyo Gakuin History
The history of Bunkyo Gakuin dates back to 1924 when
our founder, Ishiko Shimada, established an academy with
the objective of “providing women with the skills to become
independent.”
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Learning that spreads from
“women” to “humans”. 

We have established a system that
serves as an entry point to a

 gender-equal society. 

Curriculum reform in
of Foreign Studies
“practical oriented

education. Enrich yo
learning from the fir

develop a solid int
outlook.

Aiming to be the best in Japan in terms of educational ability

Machi Lab Project
Industry-Government
Academia Collaboration
Project Seminar 
group exercises 

Educational ability = Developing
“human resources who would be hard
to lose” who have the ability to actively
engage with society, create new value,
and be useful. 

Permanent Support University

Even after I start working after
graduation, I have the opportunity to
learn the latest specialized knowledge,
use facilities, and obtain information.
Continuing and connecting across
generations. 

The B’s Way
Follow-up course,
brush up course

Homecoming Day

2014

A new school building was
completed on the Hongo

Campus to coincide with the
school’s 90th anniversary

2021
30th Anniversary of
University Opening

Towards further evolution. Four visions for

B U N K Y O  G A K U I N  U N I V E R S I T Y

B’s Vision 2035

2023 

Global Citizen
Developing global human resources with individuality!

Bunkyo GCI
Road to Eurasian
Civilizations 
Multilateral
Students exchange
program

We aim to gain a variety of
experiences both in Japan and
abroad, develop an international
perspective, and become people
who can live in harmony with
the world with communication
skills in every sense of the word.

Stress Management

Gokaido Walk
Practical Training &
Experiments
Internships
Field Work

Through practical learning, students
gain first-hand experience of
collaborating with others with
different abilities and ways of
thinking, and acquiring skills such as
communication skills that lead to
stress tolerance. 

Developing human resources who can feasibly
 take on challenges even in difficult situations

Developing unique human resources
in society

Your life partner forever

2024
100th anniversary of 

the institution founding

In a world that is becoming increasingly globalized and diversified, we aim to continue to
be a university that practices our founding spirit of “independence and coexistence.”
Bunkyo Gakuin University upholds “B’s vision” and continues to support students by
creating a better field of learning. 
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The Marketing Design Department
was founded within the Faculty of
Business Administration, alongside
the introduction of Global Child
Course.

2013
BUNKYO GCI, a cross-
faculty global human
resource development
program begins
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The Hongo campus is an easily accessible academic community located in
the heart of Tokyo, close to a number of parks, historical sites, and other
cultural and educational facilities. It is home to the Faculty of Foreign
Studies, the Faculty of Business Administration, and the Department of
Clinical Laboratory Medicine and Nursing. There are a number of modern
facilities on this campus to enhance the education of BGU students,
including a library housing over 184,000 volumes, well-equipped multimedia
lounges, a spacious dining hall, a multipurpose gymnasium, and an open-air
courtyard.

COURTYARD
Hongo’s courtyard is the central hub
of the campus, with students
continually passing through on their
way to classes and activities.

B’s CAFE
B’s café provides students with an
alternative to traditional cafeteria

dining by supplying a number of
hot drinks, pastries, and snacks.

Fujim
ino Cam

pus

Noted for its beautiful greenery and cherry blossoms, the spacious
Fujimino campus situated just under an hour outside of central Tokyo is
graced with a host of buildings and features that emphasize harmony with
nature. It is home to both the Faculty of Human Studies and the Faculty of
Health Science Technology. This campus boasts a variety of facilities,
including a free student bus system, multiple athletic fields, tennis courts, a
modern library, and leading-edge medical laboratories and training rooms.

BUS STOP
The university’s free bus system works to

conveniently transport students and faculty from
Fujimino Station to campus and back from early

morning to late evening with the exception of
Sundays.

PIANO PRACTICE ROOMS
Nineteen individual piano rooms are made
available for students studying childcare,
participating in club activities, or just
seeking to practice.
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The store manager welcomes those
who have never tried Jiro-style
ramen! This is the soul food of
Bunkyo students that will make
you want to come back again and
again!

A stylish cafe with a hip
atmosphere. Here you can enjoy
their house made bakery items
and fresh food menu. You can
also shop cute imported goods!

A sweets shop that has been open
since 1950 and is a 15-minute walk
from BGUs campus! They
produce handmade Japanese
traditional sweets that follow the
seasons!

Hongo Campus
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A famous Soba restaurant that
has been in Fujimino for over 50
years. Not only is it delicious,
but it’s also healthy!

A store specializing in oden
seed that is rooted in the local
area. Many customers come
from far away! there are many
different types of oden to try! 

Fujimino Campus

A bakery that has been loved
locally for over 40 years. The
side dish bread is recommended,
as it’s very filling and
affordable! 



The Faculty of Foreign Studies emphasizes the English Communication Department
with two programs offering four specialized courses. Small class sizes, caring faculty,
and staff characterize the educational programs. Students choose between the
International Business Program or the International Liberal Arts Program before
entering the department. In the International Liberal Arts Program, students choose
a course aligned with their interests and goals before their third year.

The department aims for graduates to develop strong English communication skills
through various opportunities and facilities on campus. They also strive to make
students proficient in computer skills through IT education programs.

The goals include students having extensive knowledge about the world, being
proficient in their native language, English, and a third language (Korean, Chinese,
French, or Spanish). Additionally, students learn IT skills, general knowledge, and
specialized information from professionals in their preferred course, preparing them
for their future.

THE FACULTY OF FOREIGN
STUDIES Hongo Campus
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The International Cooperation Course teaches
about cooperation, partnerships, human rights, and
business in the global arena. It aims to cultivate
global citizenship and provides fieldwork
experiences with local and international NGOs and
social businesses in countries like Cambodia and
Nepal.

■  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  C o o p e r a t i o n  C o u r s e  

The International Culture Course covers politics,
history, literature, language, and culture of America,
Britain, France, and Japan. It includes fieldwork
opportunities in these countries to enhance cultural
understanding and prepare students to be global
citizens.

■  I n t e r n a t i o n a l   C u l t u r e  C o u r s e  

The English Education Course prepares students for
careers as English teachers in various fields. It covers
English education theories, teaching materials,
methods, and offers hands-on teaching experience
opportunities.

■  T h e  E n g l i s h  E d u c a t i o n  C o u r s e

International Business Communication Major

The International Business Course prepares students
for diverse global business roles with English
language skills and practical knowledge in business
administration, marketing, accounting, and laws,
suitable for those interested in studying abroad or
pursuing graduate studies.

■  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  B u s i n e s s  C o u r s e

International Liberal Arts Communication Major
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Department of English Communication



Department of
Marketing and

Design

To acquire the ability to analyze
data
To create new services, products,
and values
To acquire the ability to
communicate using IT and
communicate visually
To improve their ability to
express themselves in
advertisements and public
relations

Department of
Business

Administration
and

Communication

To start a business or become a
manager
To learn about management
Learn how to strengthen your
organization and team
Learn about accounting and
taxation
To improve presentation skills

The Faculty of Business
Administration Hongo Campus

The Faculty of Business Administration provides two
departments that enable students to learn about basic
theories and gain skills ideally suited to their future career
paths.
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Department of Business
Administration and Communication

The department of Business Administration and Communication provides
students with the opportunity to learn about planning strategies and marketing, as
well as financial and accounting issues. In each of these specialized areas, students
gain deep knowledge and understanding of respective topics. They acquire skills
and learn about theories that will be useful in a real-world business environment. 

Department of Marketing and Design
The department of Marketing and Design provide students with the opportunity to
study and research specialist skills such as computer graphics, visual contents and
contents production, including information processing and network technologies.
These programs assist students in acquiring advanced computer and network skills
and an understanding of the theories of business administration.



The objective of the Faculty of Human Studies is to nurture human beings who will
learn to deeply understand those around them and who will attempt to realize a society
that embraces co-existence. To achieve this objective, in addition to engaging in
learning and research in a variety of specialty fields, students can acquire a variety of
practical skills that are incorporated into practical exercises and presentations in
classes and lectures. An emphasis is also placed on cooperation with communities in
addition to students’ participation in class activities. 

THE FACULTY OF HUMAN STUDIES
Hongo Campus Fujimino Campus
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On campus, there are several facilities, that serve as a unique educational platform for
students to enhance their practical skills, while at the same time helping to promote
activities that vitalize the local community. These facilities include the parenting
support center “Furatto Bunkyo”, the Bunkyo Informal Community Service
Center(BICS), the Clinical Psychology Center, and the Social Welfare Center. The
faculty of Human Studies is comprised of four departments: Sociology and
Communication Department, Child Development Department, Social Welfare and
Social Work Department, and Psychology Department. These four departments each
aim to support the development of students as individuals with variety and an
independent spirit and provide them with skills and knowledge in specialty areas.

The department with over 40 years of history offers an Early
Childhood Education (ECE) program focusing on preparing
students to become effective teachers for children up to age 12.
The program includes practical experience working with
children, emphasizes psychology education, instructional
methods, and communication skills. Students learn about child
education, early childhood development, special needs, nutrition,
children's literature, and child psychology.

The Child Development Department

When creating a society for happy co-existence, social welfare is
crucial. Bunkyo Gakuin University's Social Welfare and Social
Work Department blends theoretical and practical courses,
supports students in attaining national qualifications, and
encourages community engagement. Research seminars help
students develop expertise, producing social workers equipped to
adapt to societal changes.

The Social Welfare & Social Work 
Department

The Psychology Department aims to train experts in psychology
to contribute to society. It offers education in fundamentals,
physiological experiments, psychometric testing, data analysis,
and clinical physiological psychology. The department provides
advanced lab facilities and experienced teaching staff for research.
The Graduate School of Human Studies offers a master's degree
in psychology for further studies.

The Psychology Department
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Department of Sociology &
Communications 
When creating a society for happy co-existence, social welfare is
crucial. Bunkyo Gakuin University's Social Welfare Department
offers practical and theoretical courses, supports students in
obtaining national qualifications, and encourages community
engagement. Research and seminars help students become
adaptable social workers for a changing society.



Department
of 

Physical 
Therapy

Department of
Occupational 

Therapy

Department of
Clinical

Laboratory 
Medicine

Department
of 

Nursing

The Faculty of Health
Science Technology 

Hongo Campus | Fujimino Campus

The Faculty of Health Science Technology aims to provide an education that will nurture the
knowledge, qualities, and skills required of medical technicians to fulfill their role as part of a
medical team and contribute competently to the process of patient recovery and
rehabilitation. The programs include small class sizes and the opportunity to study abroad in
Europe, the United States, or in Canada, as well as allow for an open curriculum including
both social welfare and psychology. 

The Faculty of Health Science Technology is comprised of four departments. Each of the
departments benefit from departmental staff who possess a wealth of knowledge and
experience in their respective specialties. Each department has first-rate facilities and
equipment and provides students with an excellent study environment. A number of cutting-
edge machines and equipment have recently been installed, including a 3D exercise analysis
machine, a daily activity simulator and the most advanced optical microscopes. This
equipment ensures an environment in which students can perfect their practical skills.
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Department of Physical Therapy

Department of Clinical Laboratory Medicine

Department of Occupational Therapy

Department of Nursing

The Physical Therapy Department emphasizes a variety of disciplines, including
basic medicine, anatomy, physiology, pathology, and kinematics. The
department aims to nurture well-rounded physical therapists who are able to
work enthusiastically and capably in a wide range of situations in the medical,
nursing and welfare fields.

The Occupational Therapy Department has a broad-ranging curriculum that
allows students the opportunity to study in a variety of other fields. Students can
learn about anatomy and physiology in the field of medicine, and they can study
psychology in such areas as the psychology of persons with disabilities.

The Clinical Laboratory Medicine Department has an advanced educational
system in place that focuses on medical teamwork. The goal is to nurture clinical
laboratory technicians who can provide appropriate explanations to medical
staff and offer necessary advice during detailed examinations. The department
aims to assist students with achieving passing scores on the national examination
for clinical laboratory technicians. 

The Nursing Department is committed to helping students build a solid
foundation of knowledge and practical skills through continuous exercises and
training. Working collaboratively in groups is highly encouraged, fostering
independent learning through joint projects. In addition, students are given the
chance to work independently in the training room, which helps them develop
into highly attentive and detail-oriented nurses.



MULTI-LATERAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE PROGRAM 

This program is designed for international students who want to gain a thorough
and immersive insight into Japanese culture, history, and way of life. For those
keen on exploring the essence of modern Japan, BGU's 'Multi-lateral Student
Exchange Program' is the perfect choice. Located in central Tokyo, BGU
provides students with easy access to further exploration in the heart of Japan.

August 
Disaster Prevention Center

September 
Nezu Shrine Mikoshi

October
Halloween Party!
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 Fall Semester

November
International Dinner

L i s t  o f  C o u r s e s :
Basic Japanese (Language) I, II, III, etc.
Japanese Literature & Performing Arts 
Japan and International Community 
Social Development in Japan

Japanese Business 
Japanese Society 
Cool Japan 
Religion in Japan

This program offers classes covering various aspects of contemporary Japan
alongside daily Japanese language lessons. Advanced students can join regular BGU
classes in Japanese, while all program courses, except language lessons, are taught in
English to accommodate all students.

The students' learning experiences extend beyond the classroom. They can engage in
English-based activities at Bunkyo's junior and senior high schools, interact with
children at the kindergarten, and take part in cultural events like the Nezu Shrine
festival and kimono experiences with local community members. This offers them a
unique and personal insight into Japan.

On campus, exchange students have the chance to connect with BGU students,
engage in student clubs, homestays, language partnerships, and take part in fun
events such as Halloween and Christmas parties. The dormitory's close proximity to
the campus ensures that students feel linked to both BGU and the Bunkyo
community. While the program emphasizes discovering modern Japan, living in the
dormitory offers a distinctive international experience. Students from various
countries including Malaysia, China, Bulgaria, Turkey, Canada, Uzbekistan,
Kazakhstan, and the U.S. come together to interact, cook, relax, and live in a diverse
international environment.

November 
Global Blue Hands Project

November 
Ghibli Museum

November 
Homestays
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Programs that BGU Offers:

Study Abroad 

Exchange Programs

Short-Term Fieldwork Programs

Long-Term Study Abroad Programs

Short-Term Study Abroad Programs
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BGU students have the opportunity to
study abroad in the following countries:

Australia 

Bulgaria

Canada

China

France

South Korea

Malaysia  

Malta

New Zealand

Taiwan

Thailand

Turkey

U.K.

 U.S.A.

Along with the ever-expanding partnerships
 that allow for more future opportunities.
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The Road of Eurasian
Civilizations (REC)

Program 
The REC program, initiated in 2010 during the 20th anniversary of Bunkyo Gakuin
University, is a comprehensive endeavor designed to coordinate an educational
expedition for the university's students. The project is set to be completed in 2024,
aligning with the institution's centennial anniversary.

The primary objective of this initiative is to strengthen ties with the Eurasian continent
by facilitating cultural interactions, nurturing connections, and enriching global
awareness. Through firsthand experiences in Eurasia, students are given the chance to
develop a more extensive global mindset. The enduring partnership between our 
university and Eurasian collaborators will continue to do student
exchange programs between institutions.

Schedule of Countries/Regions for the REC Project

2010

2012

2015

2018

April

March

March

March

Beginning of the Eurasian Civilizations (REC) 

Turkey, Bulgaria, and Romania  

Poland, Lithuania, and Latvia

Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan

2022 March Indonesia*

2024 March Cambodia, Taiwan, and South Korea
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*Cambodia & Thailand cancelled due to COVID 19



 Find the Confidence to Express Yourself in Global English 

BUNKYO GLOBAL CAREER
INSTITUTE (GCI)
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A course that spans across departments, aimed at equipping
students for the global arena.

In response to the increasing international expansion of Japanese companies, the Bunkyo
Global Career Institute (GCI) was founded to prepare students for success in the modern job
market. The four-year program, established in 2013, offers students additional courses in
international business, cross-cultural communication, and Global English alongside their
chosen degree program.

Experience Different Cultures in Asia  
The GCI program offers first-year students the opportunity to study
abroad in Malaysia, Thailand, or China, focusing on language, cross-
cultural understanding, and visits to Japanese companies. This
experience boosts motivation, enhances curiosity, and provides a better
understanding of Japan's role in Asia, helping students refine their
future goals.

The GCI program focuses on Global English,
reflecting how non-native English speakers
incorporate their own language tendencies
into English. The curriculum teaches "plain
English" for better cross-cultural
understanding, while students can engage in
diverse conversations at the university's chat
lounge.

Second-year GCI students can participate in the Global Internship
program. This program offers them the chance to collaborate with
Japanese companies overseas or foreign companies in Japan,
providing them with a diverse perspective that goes beyond their
first-year study abroad experience.

Hongo Campus | Fujimino Campus
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Women’s International
Student Dorm Youth House

BGU offers fully furnished dormitories with two
kitchens and laundry facilities for international
students, fostering a diverse cultural experience.

Dorm Nishikata

Dorm Nishikata is an all-girls dorm near Hongo
campus, offering single rooms, kitchens, dining
and laundry areas on each floor, with communal
shower and lounge.

Hongo Campus

DORMITORIES AND
ACCOMODATIONS

Dorm Hongo

Men’s International 
Student Dorm Annex

Dorm Hongo is a
BGU dorm located
near the Hongo
campus.

Fujimino Campus

Dorm Fujimino
provides lodging for
students enrolled in

courses at the
Fujimino campus.

Dorm Fujimino



Global Studies Institute (GSI) - International Center
Center for Teaching Curriculum 
Learning Support Center 
Career Center
General Student Affairs Department

Research activities in collaboration with companies and regional and local
governments. In addition to conducting product development, we also support
students' research activities.

Facilities Support             

Community Support

Student Support 

Education and Research Support

Machi Labo 
Bunkyo Informal & Community Service (BICS)
Child Language Education Center (CLEC)
Clinical Psychology Consultation Center
Center for Clinical Psychology and Welfare

Information Education and Research Center
Contents Multilingual Intellectual Property Center 
Bunkyo Language Education and Research Center (BLEC) 

An open window connecting people in Hongo,
Fujimino, and neighboring communities.
Collaboration between staff and students to address
local challenges and concerns.

Students aspiring to study abroad, become teachers, and
pursue other dreams receive support from these centers to
help them achieve their goals.
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Hongo Campus | Fujimino Campus Centers

Lifelong Learning Center
Sports Management Research Institute 
Design Thinking Laboratory (Labo) 
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CLUBS & CIRCLESCLUBS & CIRCLES

Sports Clubs Student Committees

Main Clubs at both campuses

Sports club
Badminton Club 
Basketball Club
Volleyball Club
Soccer Club
Futsal Club 
Society Club
Softball Club 
Snowboard Club
Dance Clubs
Fishing Club
Table Tennis Clubs

Cultural Clubs
Coffee Club 
International Exchange
Department 
Tea Flower arrangement club 
Brass Band Club 
Game study group 
Manga/Illustration 
Panel Theater Circle Pinocchio 
Hot Spring Club 
Film Study Group 
Drama Club

SLF Committee 
Toppen Forum Committee 
Gokaido Walk Executive Committee 
Career Leader Committee 
Student Branding Committee
Open Campus Committee 
Anime Japan Student Executive Committee 
Student Public Relations Committee 

Explore your passions and make friends at BGU!


